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Let's hear your
potential

Information & Integration Architect
Lokation: Smoerum
If you are a skilled Information and Integration Architect, you now have the opportunity to join an international top company. IT plays a
significant role in the achievement of Oticon’s ambitious business goals. With the launch of a new strategy and organization in our IT
function, the foundation for delivering to the coming year’s exciting business challenges is laid. You can look forward to being part of an
international environment in a leading company working with the latest technologies and a team of dedicated employees.
About the job
You will be part of our Strategy & Planning Team which among other things is responsible for IT Strategy, Enterprise Architecture,
Portfolio and Project Management. You will be responsible for the integration, information and data architecture, as well as ensuring the
consistency of the information architecture throughout the organisation. This will be done in close cooperation with the Enterprise
Architect, the Master Data Team and the architects/developers whom are implementing a specific solution.
Since we are a global company, you can expect some travelling, approx. 10 days per year.
The primary work tasks will be:
Map and document information object and the flows
Understand the information need across process and business functions
Be part of projects, not just as an active member but also as a counselling member
Implement information and data models
Ensuring the use of the information architecture in a complete system life cycle
Qualifications
You hold a relevant Master Degree +5 years’ experience of information and data modelling. You have worked with BizTalk, implemented
ESB’s and integration brokers. You have a strong technical background and experience with the following technologies:
BizTalk
BizTalk ESB
UML and Modelling tools
You have strong business focus and process understanding and you are proactive and result oriented. You have good communications
skills and are the kind of person who makes things happens while maintaining the focus on teamwork. You are known as someone who
create progress in projects and solutions. You work effortlessly in English.
You can expect
You will play an important role in our newly organized IT function. Together with ambitious and talented colleagues, you will be part of
an innovative and challenging environment based on trust and openness, and where you will experience a strong will to win. We offer
flexible working conditions and teamwork based on knowledge sharing and professional respect.
Want to join the team?
Then send your application as soon as possible, as we are screening applications on a continuous basis. Please use the button below
for sending your application. Also, please be aware that only candidates using the electronic recruitment system, will be considered for
this position. Application can be provided in Danish or in English. To learn more about the job, please contact Daniel Eriksson at +45
5117 6786. To learn more about Oticon please visit our website www.oticon.dk
500 million people worldwide suffer from hearing loss. It is Oticon's ambition that our customers - hearing clinics throughout the world prefer to use our products for people with impaired hearing. Oticon is among the three largest companies in the industry, and in
Denmark all 1,300 employees, with passion, dedication and professional expertise, develop the most innovative hearing aids in the
world. Oticon is a growing company, and 97% of Group revenues is generated outside Denmark. We are part of William Demant
Holding Group with more than 7.700 employees and revenues of over DKK 8 billion.
Ansøg nu
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